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but revenue increased 22% and gross • Our calculation of revenue-perIndia’s Make My Trip (MMT) was bookings increased 49%. These figures transaction shows irregular patterns –
selling 5mn shares at US$14 each on indicate sales were harder to achieve and indicating that MMT is still an immathe world market late last month, rep- the deals agreed (indicated by the differ- ture business operation. For instance,
resenting about 13% of the company. ence between net and gross revenue) were revenue from air is US$18 – fair
MMT says it will use the US$52mn less favourable to MMT in the year. We considering MMT sells a high share
likely to be raised, on expansion, tech- assume the main reason was the world (over 50%?) of its airfares on low-farenology, and operations; it provides no economic slowdown in 2009, although In- airlines. But the US$458 for hotels &
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(which it calls fiscal- Notes: Years through March of year stated. US$ quoted in US$. Source: company;
But it expects the region’s
2010, through March extrapolations by Net Value from MMT data.
online travel market will
2010), it counted 1.6mn
grow 22% this year, then
transactions for air tick“strong
double-digit”
ets (worth US$31.1mn) in India, and dia was supposedly touched only lightly.
growth (which we enumerate as 15%) in
another US$8mn for non-air sales – • Segment-growth in terms of trans- 2011.
representing a 19.8% share. See table. actions was consistent, but not so • PCW forecasts (*2) China’s online
Online-travel research company with other sections. For instance, In- travel will be worth US$13bn in bookPhoCusWright said MMT was India’s dia revenue grew 24%, but US fell 1%; ings in 2011, from 400mn internet uslargest OTA (online travel agency) air grew 67%, hotel & packages only ers. Earlier, the company said the
in 2009. MMT quotes PCW (whose 3%. There are other big differences, number was US$9bn in 2009, and that
head Philip Wolf is an MMT director) making analysis of the company’s it was expecting US$26bn in 2013.
to report that India’s market-wide business progress and prospects dif- • PCW says (*3) that 90% of travelonline business grew 11% in 2009 to ficult.
lers from France, Germany, and the
US$3.4bn. It gives MMT a 48% share, • Despite new offices, India’s revenue UK plan to carry mobile phones with
Yatra 24%, and Cleartrip 18%. Anoth- share is dominant – 95%. Transac- them while travelling in the coming
er research company, Netscribes, puts tions, however, seem to be just under year. It expects usage of mobile deIndia’s online air share at 34%, and 50% – meaning sales-per-transaction vices for travel-related activities to
train tickets at 14%.
for MMT’s India business is less than in double in the next year.
Some of the data released by MMT, other markets. (We cannot calculate the
*According to PCW’s: 1, Asia Pacific
for the year through March 2010, is figures from MMT’s reported data be- Online Travel Overview; 2, Emerging
noteworthy, see table:
cause the data is inconsistent across all Online Travel Marketplace in China; 3,
• Transaction growth increased 37%, segments.)
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